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A B S T R A C T   

In recent years, with the increase of large-scale and complex architecture projects, the architecture, engineering 
and construction (AEC) industries are changing rapidly towards intelligent and databased direction. As the by- 
product, 3D modeling event logs could provide quantitative and traceable data for early design stages that can 
produce butterfly-effect on the later construction stages. In this study, new data structure of command-object 
graph retrieved from 3D modeling event logs was proposed. It reflects the cause-and-effect relationship be-
tween commands and objects to accommodate 3D modeling process. A case study was conducted on 110 stu-
dents' event logs generated from solving a well-defined façade model. As result: an average trial-and-error ratio 
was calculated at 0.3357 based on original and simplified graphs. Four main types of ‘modeling bubble’ were 
summarized base on unit-tag graphs. Key commands were found by graph centrality. Auto-prediction of same- 
group objects was developed with mis-group rate less than 0.9%.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Intelligent and data-based transformation 

With the advanced in-depth development of big data and artificial 
intelligence (AI) in last decade, AEC industries has rapidly transformed 
from digital to intelligent [1]. AEC industries are full of complicated, 
uncertain and ill-defined problems. Recent explosive number of re-
searches on the application of AI technology in AEC industries has also 
reflects the desire for intelligence in the fields [2]. On this basis, the 
intelligence of the AEC industry based on data has become an inevitable 
trend. In AEC, 3D modeling has become an important way of work. 
According to a survey results in computer aided design (CAD) from 626 
samples in 2018 that 31% were in AEC sector, 92% of the respondents 
were currently use 3D models and 69% current usage in CAD was 3D 
modeling [3]. Main work on design creation, delivery, communication 
and collaboration all need to be completed with the aid of 3D models in 
the current daily work of professional designers and corporates. At the 
same time, the popularization of the building information modeling 
(BIM) has pushed the digitization of the entire process in AEC to the 
extreme through media of computational 3D models. Therefore, 3D 
modeling should become one of the key research subjects for the 

intelligent and databased transformation in AEC industries. 
Especially in the early design stages of buildings and products, 3D 

modeling has become the major visual media for designers to carry out 
“visual reasoning” for further simulation and optimization of their de-
signs [4–7]. Affected by the 3D modeling process, new design theories 
such as parametric design and algorithmic design are emerged through 
it [8]. This phenomenon reflects the increasing integration of human 
and computer system (Fig. 1).Designers have increasing requirements 
for intelligent 3D modeling tool in order to obtain a better human- 
computer interaction experience. The intelligence of 3D modeling tool 
referred to here is not only that the computer can imitate or generate the 
design solution as human designers do, but also that the computer can 
follow and understand designer's ideation process non-disturbingly. The 
research in this field mainly belongs to the field of design cognition [9]. 
Hence, a more human-computer integrated 3D modeling design process 
should draw more attention in studies of design cognition as well 
(Fig. 1). However, previous design cognition studies on this were mainly 
through protocol analysis where verbal reports act as the research data 
source. The disadvantages with this method are time and labor costing, 
subjective, and small sampled. 

With the increasing number of large and complex AEC projects, 
process mining has become a hot spot in recent years [10]. Process 
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mining is mining method based on event logs in order to find useful 
knowledge where the event logs generated from industrial production 
process [11]. It has potential value in terms of production efficiency, 
engineering management, intelligent prediction and recommendation. 
Process mining researches on users' online shopping behavior [12,13], 
logistics and transportation records [14], patient clinical path [15] have 
gained many achievements. In early design stages of AEC industries, 
large amount of event logs will be generated immediately when de-
signers making 3D models. This kind of data has not been taken seri-
ously. Event logs can capture the detailed operations of designers during 
3D modeling process, which is able to provide a quantifiable and 
traceable data for understanding the uncertain and complicated 3D 
modeling design behavior. The characteristics of event logs could 
potentially help the intelligent CAD development. 

However, process mining on event logs is highly difficult. This is 
mainly due to the high complexity of human behaviors and numerous 
situations in real production processes. In addition, event logs become 
unreadable and difficult to understand after the data becomes large. As 
unstructured data, event logs is a kind of linear data that develops along 
the time axis. That how to structure the unstructured data of event logs 
and form effective ‘map’ depending on the scenario and research needs 
has always been an important problem in process mining. 

1.2. Research framework 

In this study, a new data structure based on event logs generated 
from 3D modeling process, command-object graph, is proposed. 
Command-object graph contains useful design information embedded in 
3D models that could reflect design-thinking process of modeling be-
haviors. Through graph extraction, researchers can observe and analyze 
the sequence of 3D modeling design behaviors such as design problem 
framing, design solution searching and individual or group-based 
modeling habits in sub-problems or sub-goals. In order to automate 
process of command-object graph from event logs, specific data col-
lecting backstage plugin needs to be developed through API of 3D 
modeling tools. Given its small, open source nature, Rhino is used in a 
case study in this article for data collection. Then collected data is 

prepared into a searchable dataset. Next, command-object graph can be 
retrieved from the dataset of event logs. Individual and group-based 
mining are carried out based on the retrieved command-object graphs. 
The research framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

A case study with 124 students on a façade 3D modeling task was 
done to demonstrate the process. This case study focused on problem- 
solving behavior in 3D modeling design. In design cognition, decom-
position of design problem into sub-problem was widely observed and 
was expressed as “a weak method” for designers to deal with the ill- 
defined problems [16–18]. Designers are more solution-oriented 
comparing to other professionals [19]. Also in architectural design, 
many problems are mostly well defined and repetitively appeared in 
each project. Our case study of a façade task was set with certain 
building components which was to specifically study how participating 
students solving these well-defined sub-problems in 3D modeling. It has 
two significance on design process mining: First, we can initially find 
and summarize 3D modeling solutions of individuals and groups in the 
face of repetitive problems in architectural design. Second we can 
further explore the regular characteristics of designers' design thinking 
in the process of 3D modeling. 

2. Related works 

2.1. Data for studying CAD process 

With the widespread of digital design, design cognition study in 
digital design environment has drawn increasing attention, especially 
research works on creativity studies under different digital tools. Pro-
tocol analysis has been the dominant research method in design cogni-
tion studies [20] and verbal report has still been used as the main data 
source for analysis [21]. The design cognitive model of ‘reflection in 
action’ by Schon discovered that design activity is closely related to the 
feedback of design behavior [22], and in the CAD environment, the 
frequency of such feedback is higher and faster than in non-CAD envi-
ronment [23]. Verbal report would be difficult to capture the design 
process under CAD environment. In addition, the objectiveness, 
incomplete and labor costing of verbal report has had some adverse 
effects on the design research in CAD environment. Event logs can re-
cord all the operation behaviors of the designer in the CAD environment, 
and will not interfere with the designer's thoughts. Event logs are also 
more quantifiable, traceable and automated comparing to verbal report 
that can be complementary data source for design studies on CAD 
process. 

2.2. Process mining in AEC 

Process mining based on BIM event logs have emerged many studies 
on intelligent process management in AEC industries. On one hand, BIM 
as a platform enhances project cooperation through facilitating the 
knowledge integration of architects, engineers, managers and clients 
who are from different backgrounds [24]. On the other hand, event logs 
generated from BIM can provide support on performance management 
such like design errors, design changes and design productions to realize 
a successful design process. Based on BIM event log, researchers studied 
the performance of modelers using a special Sequential Pattern Mining 
(SPM) algorithm of Generalized Suffix Trees (GST) [24]. They focused 
on execution time of similar modeling tasks that different users take in 
BIM to evaluate the molders' performance. Their study was based on 
event logs provided by an international architecture and design firm. 
Pan and Zhang also studied the characteristics of design productivity 
based on BIM event logs generated from an architecture company [25]. 
They proposed an Efficient Fuzzy Kohonen clustering network to mine 
the event logs. Individual-level and team-level clustering was carried out 
to analysis the design performance. Further, they proposed a method to 
learn and predict commands base on same BIM event logs using long- 
short term memory (LSTM) neural networks [26]. They also explored 

Fig. 1. Design studies focus transformation from human system to human- 
computer integrated system. 
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social relationships of designers in term of design team cooperation 
using clustering method based on graph [27]. They put each designer at 
one node in a graph and set document transaction frequency as weight of 
the edge. Although there is no denying the importance of BIM logs in 
AEC industries and many cutting-edge algorithms have been applied in 
the process mining in previous studies through BIM logs, they were more 
into the ‘mining’ part for performance management on construction 
stages instead of the ‘process’ part of data preparing and validation. In 
fact, process mining for design performance and design cognition on 
early design stages, which could produce butterfly effect in the later 
construction stages, needs to draw more attention. Recently, Pan and 
Zhang have built a process model focusing on the participants' behavior 
from BIM logs to manage construction [28]. On closer inspection, 
however, the data of BIM logs mainly reflect events related to multi- 
professional collaboration on construction stage. Whereas the func-
tional and logical relationships as well as the deduction process of 3D 
models were not covered by their model, but is fundamental to design 
process. For process mining facing early stage of design, special data 
structure and targeted data acquisition tools needs to be developed to 
further extend the previous studies. 

3. Methodologies 

3.1. Command-object graph 

As rise of artificial intelligence and cognition science in 1960s, Simon 
and Newell made great contribution on this. They proposed the famous 
cognitive theory on Human Problem Solving (HPS) [29]. They also 
developed computational prototype to simulate and verify their theory 
[30]. Stepped on Simon and Newell's fundamental work, Chan proposed 
the general model of design process in 1990 where designing was 
thought as a process of problem-solving as well [31]. The model 
described the cognitive process when “a designer works on a problem 
space and search for solutions” [31], or Design Problem Solving (DPS). 
At the same time, Gero proposed the function-behavior-structure model 
(FBS) which also became a widely adopted model in design cognition 
[32]. What these important models have in common was an attempt to 
find computational model for design cognition. Design concepts with 
analogies to computation were proposed, including operator, trans-
formation, parameter, problem, goal and etc. Based on important con-
cepts in past cognitive models, command-object graph is proposed as a 
new data structure for 3D modeling design process in this study. 

The graph is selected as the basic form of data structure for 
command-object graph. Graph is a highly flexible and widely used form 
of data structure that has already had many successful applications 

notably Google's Knowledge Graph launched in 2012 [33]. Comparing 
to Peri net used in process mining [34], the symbolic graph network has 
advantages of high flexibility and can be widely interpreted, which in 
line with the open-ended, uncertain, ill-defined characteristics of design 
process. Being more suitable for the process mining on early design 
stages, graph is introduced into this study. 

3.1.1. Definitions in command-object graph  

• Object node 

Object node is defined as the generations or productions of 3D ob-
jects during 3D modeling process. Its definition is analogical to Structure 
[32]. In 3D modeling, object node is identified by a globally unique ID 
generated in 3D modeling system. In command-object graph, object 
node is a node in graph that named by the generating sequence number 
of the object. When an object node is at axiom or terminal node position 
in a graph, it then represents the initial state or goal state of a 3D design 
model[35].  

• Command node 

Command node is an operator that transferring 3D model from one 
state to another state. Command node is similar to the ‘operators’ dis-
cussed in human problem solving. Alternative definitions are found in 
discussion on “operator” [31], “a set of moves” [35] or design strategies 
[32]. In command-object graph, command node is a node in graph. It is 
the command used by designer during 3D modeling. The command node 
is named by operating sequence and command's name.  

• Parameter 

Parameter is the input data for command to be able to operate in 3D 
modeling process. Similar explanation of ‘Parameter’ is mentions as 
“either generative rules, i.e. constraints or evaluative rules, i.e., 
criteria.” [36]. It could be in number, vector, coordinates, reference 
object and other possible forms in 3D modeling system. In command- 
object graph, parameter is attribute of edge in a graph.  

• Unit tag 

Unit tag is a tag refer to the design unit of an object in 3D model. It 
could be refer to function [32]. For instance, a glaze façade can be come 
up with design units like glass wall, vertical mullion, horizontal mullion, 
and window and spandrel glass. Design unit is with hierarchical 

Fig. 2. Research framework.  
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organization [31]. For example, the design units of window and span-
drel glass could be under the hierarchy of glass wall. Unit tags can be 
intentionally given by designers through name of layer, name of group, 
name of block, name of tag or other ways of model management during 
3D modeling process. Unit tag is the attribute of object node in 
command-object graph.  

• Logic edge 

Logic edge is to describe a general cause-and-effect relation between 
command and object in 3D modeling. In command-object graph, logic 
edge is a directed edge connecting object and command nodes. Two 
types of logic edge existing in command-object graph: Edge from com-
mand node to object node, and edge from object node to command node. 

3.1.2. Representational model for 3D modeling design process 
An example of 3D modeling process was described to show the 

command-object graph retrieving process (Fig. 3): 

“First step, modeler calls “Point” (C [1]) on command bar in Rhino. A 
Point3d (O [1]) is drawn at coordinate (0,0,0) on 3D computer space. 
Second step, modeler calls “ArrayLinear” (C [2]), and choose a 
Point3d (O [1]), choosing axis X as array direction, inputting 3 as 
array number, input 1 as array distance. New Points is got(O [2]，O 
[3]). Third step, modeler choose a point (O [3]), calls command 

“Delete” (C [3]). In the end each of the existing objects is tagged as 
"pt" ”. 

3.2. Data collection 

In order to get the event logs needed to build the model, backstage 
plugin is specially developed based on a certain 3D modeling tool: 
Rhino. Three commands were created for event logs recording: 
“RecStart”, “RecEnd” and “RecTagWindow”. “RecStart” is to be called 
when designer starts 3D modeling. “RecEnd” is to be called when 
designer finishes 3D modeling. “RecTagWindow” is to be called when 
designer adds tags to final 3D model to give architectural description. 

Event logs collected by the backstage plugin contain two parts of 
information (Fig. 4 (a)): (a) statistics and (b) command data. In statistics, 
all 3D objects IDs are recorded as existing objects IDs when finish 
recording, previously existing objects IDs when start recording, and unit 
tags for existing object IDs. In command data, each command is 
numbered and recorded with following event log: sequence number of 
command called by designer, name of commands, start-end time of 
command, result of command, objects IDs selected as input to command, 
objects IDs generated from command, text of in-command history 
including all parameter information. Apart from event logs, active- 
viewport screenshots are recorded as well (Fig. 4 (b)). Model file is 
also saved (Fig. 4 (c)). 

Fig. 3. Command-object graph process from 1st to 3rd step according to exampled 3D modeling process.  
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3.3. Data cleansing 

Event logs usually contain invalid data. In actual research, removing 
these invalid data and leaving valid data is an important step to improve 
the reliability of research data. Due to the complexity of the design 
problem, the cleansing method for event logs needs to be set adaptively 
to different design processes and situations. This section only discusses 
the cleansing method in this study. Procedure is as follows: 

3.3.1. Statistics data screening 
The statistics in the event log should be automatically screened as 

first step. In case study on 3D modeling aided design process in this 
article, if the participate designer fails to record correctly from the 
beginning, his/her data list of previously existing object IDs should not 
be empty and hence should be screened out. 

3.3.2. Unit tag screening 
One of the functions of the plugin developed in this study is requiring 

participate designers to label their finished 3D model to give architec-
tural description through a tagging window interface. This information 
is stored in unit tag in event logs. Model files that are not labeledshould 
be considered as incomplete data and hence should be screened out. 

3.3.3. Command data screening 
In the command data, if the designer generates an object without 

selecting any object when executing the “copy” command, the designer 
is thought as having copied objects from environment other than the 
active 3D modeling platform. This event log is considered unreliable and 
hence should be screened out 

3.3.4. Graph screening 
After the screening of above three steps, event logs are retrieved into 

command-object graph (3.4). At this point, the researcher needs to 
observe the visualization results of command-object graph to find 
abnormal cases, double-checking the screenshots and 3D model for final 
cleansing determination. 

3.4. Data retrieving 

The main work of data retrieving is to map the information in the 
event log to the nodes and edges in the command-object graph. Ac-
cording to the definitions, the command node is retrieved from the 
sequence number of command with command name in the command 
data. The Object node is retrieved sequentially from all object IDs in 
statistics. Parameter is retrieved from in command history in command 
data, and unit tag is retrieved from unit tags for existing objects in sta-
tistics. Logic edge is derived from the object IDs selected and object IDs 
generated in the command data. Through Python and NetworkX [37], 
the retrieved command-object graph can be visualized. 

Fig. 4. Data source categorized in (a) event log of statistics and command data, (b) active viewport screenshots and (c) 3D model.  
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3.5. Graph data analysis 

The main method for command-object graph analysis is subgraph 
extraction by graph pathfinding [38]. In process mining, mining 
methods based on event data are diversified and unlimited to specific 
framework for the common purpose is to mine useful knowledge for 
people from event data. In this research, subgraph extraction is used to 
reflect the potential value of the proposed data structure. Subgraphs in 
this study are categorized into original graph, simplified graph, path-
finding graph and group graph. 

3.5.1. Original graph 
The original graph is the command-object graph extracted from all 

the records in the event logs, which represent entire 3D modeling pro-
cess (Fig. 5 (a)). The full records of event logs often contain modeling 
trial and error processes, such as cancel commands, or commands that 
do not generate any geometric objects, such as layers, windows, 
rendering styles, and other commands related to system UI manage-
ment. As shown in Fig. 6 (a), an exampled typical original graph can 
contain deleted objects and commands that did not generate objects. 

3.5.2. Simplified graph 
Simplified graph belongs to a special kind of pathfinding graph in 

3.5.3. A simplified graph includes all paths to the object nodes that are 
existing in the final model (Fig. 5 (b)). In the sense of 3D modeling, it can 
be understood as a process of eliminating the irrelevant modeling pro-
cess on generating the final existing 3D models. The axiom node (first 
node without in-degree) of the simplified graph is assigned a “start” tag 
(Fig. 5 (b)). Notably that since the simplified graph is a subgraph 
extracted from original graph by reverse query of the final existing ob-
ject nodes, nodes on the same paths as the final existing object nodes will 
be retained, including all relevant deleted auxiliary objects during 
modeling. Any relevant objects that the user effectively selects or clicks 
on during the modeling process of adding new objects can be recorded in 
the logs, forming a tracking path. Based on the simplified graph, this 
study presents an index for trial-and-error ratio in 3D modeling as eq. 
(1): 

T =
VGo − VGs

VGo
(1)  

where T is for trial-and-error ratio, V is for total number of nodes, Go 

Fig. 5. Examples of command-object graph's subgraphs classification (a) original graph, (b) simplified graph (c) (d)and (e) object node's path-finding graph, (f) unit 
tag hierarchy and (g) group graph. 
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stands for original graph，Gs stands for simplified graph. 

3.5.3. Pathfinding graph 
The pathfinding graph is the simplified graph to one or more speci-

fied nodes. Based on the original graph, the pathfinding graph can find 
the simplified graph of a specified node in graph node list. The path-
finding graph can find subgraph of either existing object (Fig. 5 (c), (d)) 
or deleted object (Fig. 5 (e)). It can also find the hierarchy of the unit tag 
(Fig. 5 (f)). 

3.5.4. Group graph 
Group graph is extracted by merging nodes to one node (Fig. 5 (g)). 

The setting method of group graph varies according to different design 
needs. For example, the trial-and-error subgraph in the original graph 
can be set as a backup group and merged into one node, and the gen-
eration process of the final 3D model objects can be set as current pro-
cess group and merged(Fig. 5 (a), (g)). In large and complicated project, 
group graph is to decrease complexity and increase readability of orig-
inal graph. 

4. Case-study 

A case study was done with 124 junior students majored in archi-
tecture to describe process of command-object graph. The 3D software 

used in this case study was Rhinoceros 3D (Rhino). Rhino is a popular 3D 
tool especially in early design stage in architectural design. Its compact 
and open source characteristics are suitable for the specific modeling 
task introduced in the case study. 

In recent years, green and sustainable architectural design has been 
at the heart of the AEC industries for quite some time, as countries 
around the world have esteemed green concepts such as ‘carbon 
reduction’ and ‘carbon-medium’. With the in-depth combination of 
parametric design and building performance simulation technologies, 
many of the world's leading design companies have adopted parametric 
design concept in the design of high-performance facades of green sus-
tainable buildings (Fig. 6) realized through parametric 3D tools such as 
Rhino, Grasshopper, etc. In this context, a typical parametric patterned 
façade in high-performance facades was selected as the modeling task 
for case study. 

The description of the modeling task is shown in Fig. 6. In this 
experiment, a well-defined design problem: a parametric façade 
modeling task, was set through a given elevation drawing with certain 
requirements. The reason of choosing a well-defended design problem 
was to examine the problem solving behavior during 3D modeling 
explained in 1.2 in this article. Through data collection and data 
cleansing, a total number of 110 participants' event logs were finally 
screened as valid data for analysis. 

5. Result 

5.1. Design solution-space searching 

Fig. 7 shows an individual retrieving results as example in this article 
where original graph was extracted into simplified graph and path-
finding graphs. Fig. 8 shows the original graph and simplified graph of 
3D modeling process of an individual participant. 

Simplified graph represents the final organized, non-trial-and-error 
design solution for the finished 3D model. Simplified graph was 
similar to a design solution space [39]. For trial-and-error ratio in the 
case study, in an individual participant's simplified graph (Fig. 8), the 
trial-and-error ratio was 0.5539, which means a percentage of 55.39% 
nodes were pruned from the original graph. The average trial-and-error 
ratio of 110 participants was 0.3537. 

To look into details of the trial-and-error ratio, line chart describing 
the different number of commands between successively generated 3D 
objects was drawn (Fig. 9 (a), (b)). The horizontal axis represents the 
sequence number of the generated 3D objects, which are the name of 
object nodes. The vertical axis represents the number of command steps 
used. Specific tags of the generation of objects corresponding to the high 
values were drawn in line charts as well. This diagram gives an overview 
of how many operations the modelers used to make different building 
components. Building components with high values partly reflect the 
more effort that modelers put into getting the 3D objects. For instance, 
participant one put more effort on vertical panels(tag2) and horizontal 
mullions(tag3) in façade modeling task (Fig. 9 (a)), while participant 
two put more effort on glaze wall(tag1) in the same task (Fig. 9 (b)). 

5.2. Design problem framing 

In this study, pathfinding graphs of unit tags could represent a 
knowledge of ‘modeling bubbles’ that similar to function bubbles in 
architecture. Four main types of unit-tag graphs were summarized 
(Fig. 10). The authors named each type and gave two typical examples. 
The unit-tag graphs reflect the different ways of thinking of modelers 
about the hierarchical relation between different building components 
(tags) in 3D modeling process. 

5.3. Preliminary collective analysis on design methods 

A preliminary collective analysis was carried out to learn the 

Fig. 6. Description of 3D modeling task, requirements and tag list and world-
wide cases on high performance façade design (a) Friedrichstrasse 40 Office 
Building [45] (b) Hunt Library [46] (c) Park Tower [47] and (d) VIΛ 57 
West [48]. 
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characteristics of design methods among 110 participate students. The 
histogram analysis was done on the average degree of command (Fig. 11 
(a)) and the trial-and-error ratio (Fig. 11 (b)) among 110 participate 
students. Frequency distribution was done on the number of axiom 
nodes (Fig. 11 (c)) and the number of terminal nodes (Fig. 11 (d)). In 
graph, degree is defined as the number of edges connecting to a node. 
The statistic results of 110 participants showed that the average degree 
of each command used was around 1.8 (Fig. 11 (a)). Majority of the 

participants' trial-and-error ratio was around 0.4(Fig. 11 (b)). Over 90 
participants' finished 3D model was initially generated from less than 8 
commands (Fig. 11 (d)) and ultimately made up of more than 100 ge-
ometries (Fig. 11 (d)). 

Design methods is the key for design generations. In command-object 
graph, the basic unit of the design method is a command node. In graph 
theory, centrality is a crucial index for quantifying node's importance 
analysis in the network [40]. The most commonly used indices are 

Fig. 7. example command-object graph from one participant (a) Original graph(b) simplified graph and pathfinding graphs by unit tags respectively in (c)glaze wall 
(tag1) (d)vertical panel(tag2) (e)horizontal mullion(tag3) (f) deleted objects. 
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degree centrality, betweenness centrality and eigenvector centrality. 
Degree centrality calculates the number of connections to a node. In 

directed graph, degree to a node is the adding of in-degree and out- 
degree for the node. Degree is one of the most direct metric to the 
importance of the node in a graph. Betweenness centrality measures the 

fraction of shortest paths passing through a vertex [41]. Eigenvector 
centrality measures a node's importance not only by the number of its 
neighbors but also taking count of the importance of its neighbors [42]. 
The eigenvector centrality for node i is the ith element of the vector x 
defined by the eq. (2): 

Ax = λx (2) 

where A is the adjacency matrix of the graph G with eigenvalue λ. By 
virtue of the Perron Frobenius theorem, there is a unique solution x, all 
of whose entries are positive, if λ is the largest eigenvalue of the adja-
cency matrix A [40]. 

Betweenness centrality helps identify individuals who play a “bridge 
spanning” role in a network [43], which defined by eq. (3): 

BC =
∑

s,t∈V

σst(v)
σst

(3)  

where v is the set of nodes, σst is the number of shortest paths from s to t, 
and σst(v)is the number of those paths passing through some node v 
other than s, t. If s = t, σst = 1, and if v in {s, t}, σst(v) = 0 [44]. 

The centrality analysis was carried out on all graphs to discover the 
command nodes that are with maximum degree centrality (Fig. 12 (a)), 
eigenvector centrality (Fig. 12 (b)), and betweenness centrality (Fig. 12 
(c)) respectively through NetworkX. These distributions characterized 
the importance of commands in completing the modeling task. The re-
sults showed top four commands that were most important are “Copy”, 
“Paste”, “GumbalTransform” and “ExtrudeSrf”. 

In addition, statistical analysis on command order by building 
component was done. Fig. 13 (a) shows the order distribution of various 
commands in different building components' subgraphs. The order of 
commands to vertical panel and horizontal mullion is relatively high, 
and the order of commands for glaze wall is relatively low (Fig. 13 (a)). 
This reflects that most participating students worked on vertical panels 
and horizontal mullion firstly while glaze wall lastly in the facade task, 
which shown clearly in Fig. 13 (c) as well. Top commands that were 
frequently used during modeling are characterized by different 
component as well (Fig. 13 (b)). For example, “Plane”, and “Rectangle” 
are frequently used commands for glaze wall that is geometrically a 
rectangle plane in the façade task. “Copy” and “Paste” are frequently 
used commands for vertical panel that are composed of 51 same units of 
boxes in the façade task. 

5.4. Group auto-prediction 

An auto-prediction method on objects' groups was proposed. Two 
rules were set: First, objects generated from one command were put into 
same group. Second, if object nodes that connected to same command 
name nodes were in same group, then these objects were in same group. 
Objects with same unit-tags were classified into same group in simplified 
graph that become ground truth. The mis-group rate was calculated as 

Fig. 8. example command-object graph from one participant (a) Original graph (b) simplified graph  

Fig. 9. Number of commands between tagged object: high value in participant 
1(a) and participant 2 (b). 
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Fig. 10. Examples of unit tag graph from participants summarized into four main types.  

Fig. 11. (a) histogram of command average degree, (b) histogram of trial-and-error ratio, (c) frequency distribution on axiom nodes and (d) frequency distribution 
on terminal nodes. 
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the percentage of object nodes in predicted grouping that were outside 
the correct grouping in ratio to all object nodes in simplified graph. In an 
example, the mis-group rate was 0.8% (Fig. 14 (a)). The average mis- 
group rate among 110 participants was 0.9%. 

Group auto-prediction implements a computer classification func-
tion from the perspective of design thinking. Its high accuracy indicates 
that people's 3D modeling process is very logical. This method allows the 
computer to “see” the similarities and differences between objects in 
model during the designer's modeling process. In application, this 
method may assist the 3D object recognition in computer vision. There 
are many similar building components in architectural models, such as 
doors, windows, columns, beams, and other abstract, small, scattered 
building components especially in the early design stages. In computer 
3D modeling, selecting these similar but abstract, small and scattered 
building components for unified editing is often time costing. At present, 
the technology to identify such building components is 3D computer 
vision technology, but the downsides of which are high data re-
quirements and long training time. Group auto-prediction technology 
can identify and predict the similar building components dynamically 
and rapidly in the process of modeling. It can be further developed to 
help modelers automatically choose these objects with high accuracy. 
This technology is possible to assist the application of 3D computer 
vision in 3D object recognition by improving the speed and accuracy in 
future. 

6. Discussion 

Based on the new data structure of command-object graph, through 
process mining, certain behavior patterns in 3D modeling design were 
found in this study. Although sharing with same modeling problem, 
participants' modeling behaviors represented the way of solving the 
problem were widely diversified. At the same time, some uniform 
characteristics in collective modeling behaviors can be discovered. For 
example, there was no repetition in neither original graph nor simplified 
graph among the 110 participants, but the top four key commands they 
used to solve this modeling problem were relatively consistent by graph 
centrality analysis. The data structure can be regarded as a representa-
tion of the 3D model generation process. It is extracted from event logs 
recorded during the designer's 3D modeling process and becomes an 
automated representational method. The complexity of design problem 
is that there is no definitive solution to it. Designing can be an endless 
process of exploration. However, as designers explore design by creating 
3D models, their design concept and ideation become more and more 
clear. Command-object graph concludes such information. By extracting 
sub-graphs from command-object graph, the design thinking processes 
of different sub-problems can be conveyed by the symbolic network. 

However, the case study in this article focused mainly on the re-
petitive, well-defined sub-problems in design. Actual design problems in 
architectural practice contains highly complex, ill-defined and uncertain 
problems that need further studies. On the same time, the 3D platform 
used in this work was Rhino only that may cause modelers to be influ-
enced by the characteristics of the software itself to produce specific 
modeling behaviors. Based on this case study of modeling behavior for 
specific task and environment, it is possible to further mine big data 
generated by different 3D tools in the actual design work through the 
data structure of command-object graph in the future. 

7. Conclusion 

In current AEC industries, 3D modeling aided design process has 
become the main design and delivery approach especially on early 
design stages. It helps designers constantly evolve their design by 
bridging design ideas internally in designers' mind to the external 3D 
representation for communication and collaboration. The data of event 
logs contain many potential information of this cognitive process that 
are worth mining. However, a data structure for 3D moedling aided 
design process has yet been tailor-made to proceed the mining work. In 
this study, we propose the command-object graph as the data structure 
for behavior pattern discover and performance management in 3D 
modeling process. Here are the main works done by this study: 

Fig. 12. Design Method analysis: (a) Count Plot on Command Max Degree, (b) 
Count Plot on Command Max Eigenvector Centrality and (c) Count Plot on 
command with Max Betweenness Centrality. 
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• A new data structure of command-object graph based on event logs 
generated from 3D modeling is proposed to study design behavior in 
CAD environment.  

• Framework and process of command-object graph are demonstrated 
through a case study with 110 event logs from participate students 
working on a well-defined façade task.  

• Individual and collective analyzing metrics are built for command- 
object graph with preliminary findings discovered through the case 
study. 

In command-object graph, command and object are two basic sym-
bols to describe 3D modeling process. They are retrieved from event logs 
intentionally collected by targeted data acquisition tool. With this 

Fig. 13. Statistical analysis on command by building component (a) order distribution in actual modeling, (b) Top 30 most frequent commands and (c) order boxplot  
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representational method, metric on designer's performance in 3D 
modeling process can be built, such as design solution path, trial-and- 
error ratio, modeling bubble, key commands and objects ‘groups. In 
the case study, event logs were collected and screened from 124 junior 
architecture students participating in a typical high performance façade 
modeling task. 110 participated students’ data were valid. Through 
command-object graph retrieving, design knowledge mining both 
individual-base and collective-base was carried out, including design 
solution searching, design methods, design grouping and general sta-
tistics. As results, an average of 35.37% trial-and-error ratio in per-
centage was found in this case study. Four main types of ‘modeling 
bubbles’, or design unit hierarchy were summarized through unit-tag 
graph retrieving. An auto-prediction to categorize objects into groups 
was developed which the average mis-group rate is 0.9% among 110 
participate students. 

In general, this work contributes a data structure and its automated 
technical path for 3D modeling process. This data structure reflects the 
solution of design problems in 3D modeling, and the following research 
and applications can be carried out in the future based on command- 
object graph:  

• Design thinking clustering: To classify people's problem-solving 
behavior during 3D modeling on certain problem by clustering 
methods. This will lead to find and recommend different types of 
design logics for different modelers when facing similar problem. 

• Behavior prediction by machine learning: The data structure pro-
posed in this study can provide computer with a kind of augmented 
data even on small data generated in 3D modeling. Through machine 
learning, computer could predict modeler's behavior better with the 
data structure. The learning rate and predicting accuracy will 
improve faster as data become larger along with time.  

• 3D modeling design knowledge extracting: by merging individual's 
data to form collective data, a knowledge graph for 3D modeling on 
certain design problem will be built for searching, educating and 
recommending to improve individual's design process on 3D 
modeling. 

The above research will be beneficial to the intelligent and databased 

development of CAD. From the perspective of design cognition, the 
future studies will aim to provide more personalized and efficient 
guidance and recommendation for the designer's 3D modeling design 
process. 
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